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We supplement the following contents, which are not
presented in the paper due to space limitations:
• Preliminaries
• More discussions about PAD
• Details of model architecture
• Additional experiments
• Limitations
• Societal impacts

0.1. Preliminaries

3D Morphable Models. Follow the previous work [1] that
receives an input face I and estimates the 3DMMs coeffi-
cient ϕ, including identity α ∈ R80, expression β ∈ R64,
texture δ ∈ R80, illumination γ ∈ R27, and pose p ∈ R6.
Formally:

ϕ = {α,β, δ,γ,p} . (1)

With 3DMM ϕ, the 3D shape S and albedo texture T
could be parameterized as:

S = S̄+Bidα+Bexpβ,

T = T̄+Btδ,
(2)

where S̄ and T̄ denote the mean face shape and albedo tex-
ture. Bid, Bexp, and Bt are the bases of identity, expres-
sion, and texture computed via PCA. We project the recon-
structed 3D face onto the 2D image plane with a differen-
tiable renderer R according to its illumination γ and p:

Ird = R(S,T,γ,p). (3)

Please refer to D3DFR [1] and its officially released code1

for more details.
Latent Diffusion Models. LDMs [7] first employ a encoder
E that project an image I into a latent z = E(I), which can
be reconstructed back to the image I ≈ D(z) by decoder

1https://github.com/sicxu/Deep3DFaceRecon pytorch/tree/master
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Figure 1. The comparison of recent works and our PAD during
inference. S means stage.

D. A U-Net ϵθ containing self-attention and cross-attention
is followed to remove the noise with the objectives:

min
θ

Ez0,ε∼N(0,1),t∼ Uniform (1,T ) ∥ε− εθ (zt, t,P )∥22 ,
(4)

where P is the embedding of the conditional text prompt
and zt is a noisy sample of z0 at timestep t.

0.2. More Discussions about PAD

The Disentanglement Order. We adhere to the principle
of prioritizing the disentanglement of easier and cleaner el-
ements first. Concretely, identity provides the basic facial
bone structure and the position of facial features, including
the mouth’s position and shape. Based on this foundation,
as shown in Fig. 5(b) of the main paper, the content primar-
ily involves the movement around the lip while the upper
face remains almost fixed (cols. 4-5). Thus dubbing meth-
ods, e.g., Wav2Lip [6], IP-LAP [11] only edit the bottom
face. However, the emotion involves not only the local lip
movement but also global facial deformation, i.e., the same
spoken content exhibits distinct variations in mouth, eye,
and eyebrow across different emotions (cols. 1-4). There-
fore, we adopt the identity → content → emotion paradigm.
The Superior Properties. The proposed PAD offers new
insights into effectively disentangling multiple highly cou-
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Figure 2. (a) Architecture of Identity Disentanglement. (b) Archi-
tecture of Content Disentanglement. (c) Architecture of Emotion
Disentanglement.

pled factors within a unified framework, especially in cases
where there is a lack of sufficient annotated data for large-
scale supervised learning to directly separate all elements.
1) Differentiation and highlighting: As shown in Fig. 1, (a)
most works [3, 4, 9] only extract single cue from audio. (b)
Some studies [2, 5] build pseudo pairs to disentangle two
elements (content and emotion) under cross-reconstruction,
yet such preprocessing inevitably introduces errors. In con-
trast, (c) our method covers three factors (identity, content,
emotion) and considers their intricate relationships, tailor-
ing a progressive approach to gradually decouple each of
them. 2) Strengths: PAD introduces accurate disentangled
3D facial prior [1], and each stage is only responsible for
a specific factor, thus reducing the difficulty and improving
the performance.

0.3. Details of Model Architecture

The Detailed Architecture of PAD. In Fig. 2, identity en-
coder Φid

E , content encoder Φc
E , emotion encoder Φe

E , con-
tent decoder Φc

D, and emotion decoder Φe
D are built upon

Transformer [8] networks with 4 layers, 8 heads, and 512
latent feature dimensions. MLPs consist of two Linear lay-
ers. The whole process is described in the main paper.
Four Variants of MBA in Ablation Study. We show the
architectures of four MBA variants used in Sec. 4.4 of the
main paper. Fig 3(a) is the MBA without mask-guided
blending, (b) with mask-guided blending applied on all lay-
ers, (c) is applied at 256 and 512 resolutions, (d) is only
applied at 512 resolution. We adopt the structure of (d) in
our method, which achieves the best visual performance.
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Figure 3. Architecture of four MBA variants.
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Figure 4. Ablation study of regularization loss in Content Disen-
tanglement. The GT mesh is rendered from the disentangled shape
and zero-initialization expression (closed mouth).

Method Audio-Visual Sync. ↑ Emo Acc. ↑ Video Quality ↑

Wav2Lip 4.16 3.52 3.29
PC-AVS 4.11 3.70 3.26
EAMM 3.63 3.77 2.89

SadTalker 4.09 3.75 3.97
Ours 4.21 4.05 4.17

Table 1. The results of user study on test set.

0.4. Additional Experiments

User Study. We conduct a user study to evaluate the per-
formance of four talking face generation methods with of-
ficially released codes, i.e., Wav2Lip [6], PC-AVS [12],
EAMM [3], and SadTalker [10]. We randomly sample 50
videos from the test set and require 20 participants to eval-
uate the given videos from three dimensions: 1) Audio-
visual synchronization; 2) Emotion accuracy; 3) Overall
video quality by rating scores from 1 to 5. We average the
scores and report the results in Tab 1, illustrating that our
method significantly surpassed the other methods.

The Effectiveness of Regularization Loss in Content Dis-
entanglement. This loss constraints the linguistic features l
into the 3DMM domain for more stable and faster training.
To verify its effectiveness, we supplement an ablation study
under the same training setting (e.g., training steps, learn-
ing rate). An angry but silent face is shown in Fig, whose
mouth is expected to be closed during the content disentan-
glement. The face shape is disturbed without Lreg (cols. 2,
3 depict the difference, the contour becomes sharper w/o it),
and satisfactory results are achieved when the weight is set
to 0.01 (col. 5). Thus, the proper weight of Lreg benefit this
stage.



0.5. Limitations

Our method generates a frame as an iterative denoising pro-
cess, which needs more time compared with most GAN-
based approaches. Besides, even though we have imple-
mented several conditions to achieve coherent frame gener-
ation, the synthesized video still exhibits slight flickering,
thus appearing to lack temporal consistency. These are also
common problems of LDM-based works. Although we use
face mesh and identity face to provide the appearance and
structure guidance of mouth areas, but encounter challenges
in accurately representing the teeth, resulting in inconsistent
temporal changes around this region, which also shows ar-
tifacts and an unrealistic appearance like most recent meth-
ods.

0.6. Societal Impacts

The advancement of talking face generation has garnered
significant attention and is applied for various ethical and
legitimate purposes, including in films and virtual reality.
However, like any technology, it has the potential for both
positive and negative applications. We maintain a zero-
tolerance policy against any unethical use of our work and
actively discourage such misuse.
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